SUMMARY OF ALCHOOL IN TURKEY
Turkey is a %99 percent population Muslim country also Alcohol and this type of
things forbidden by the Islam rules. Muslim never use them in their life. But Alcohol is
so important in Turkish old time also have very important position. Alcohol and Alcohol
beverages create inside the society itself cultures and traditions. A great of majority
become Muslim country how having big problems we will see it.
View of historical to OLD TURKISH time:
It is possible to come across; where Turkish Nations spread around the each place in
Middle Asia, East of Europe, find sculpture keeping their hands Alcohol and glass of
wine. Turkish historical writer Prof. Bahattin Ogel says; Old Turkish traditions has glass
of wine in the their state tent and Alcohol decanter before drink it they believe and
sprinkle wine in the state tent for LAND GOD and WATER GOD. What we mentioned
alcohol before was name KIMIZ also it was using in the daily food and nourishment for
feed. Great of number traveller says, Old time Turkish people drink KIMIZ mostly
substituted for meal. According to Middle Asia Turkish Nations KIMIZ is a beverage
beginning of their life to end of their life for sickness, old age, weakness that it was
medicine. The softest KIMIZ has %1 alcohol; the strongest KIMIZ has %3 alcohol.
KIMIZ is a milk wine, we can say.
As known; Ottoman Empire founded by the Turks very important and strong
empire in the world. Fatih also conquered to Istanbul also lived between (1451 and
1481). At this time Istanbul has very popular pub which coming to Byzantine time. This
pub was very popular in the world at this period. Beyazit, who is son of Fatih Sultan
Mehmet, loves and addicted to so much fun and party, specially music and festival.
Gradually, Alcohol and alcohol beverages forbidden in the Islam it was spread out, run
rampant in the society. Wine making house was getting popular, spread out in the
Istanbul and gradually growing up. They are working thick and fast. Kagithane started
getting stars at this time.
During the Republic of TURKEY and after, Turkish parliaments did forbidden to
Alcohol in the turkey because there was lots of reason for this.

We are going to explain and report what is the Alcohol and Alcohol beverages
problem in the Turkey, consumption, damaged, responsibility of state, awareness of in
the society.
CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL IN THE TURKEY:
According to World Health Organization data between 2003 and 2005, Alcohol
consumption is 3,4 lt per year over the 15 years old people. In contrast with
consumption of alcohol in the EU capitation of consumption per year 12.2 Lt.
Organizaiton for Economic Cooperation and Development.(OECD) reprot of “LOOK a
HEALTH in EU 2012” Turkey consumption of alcohol decrease %17 between 1980 and
2010. Consumed alcohol in the Turkey is %60 beer,%35 raki,%5 wine.
In the 2012 report says, died 3.3 million people in the world damage of alcohol
also alcohol not only addicted but also cirrhosis, cancer and including cancer 200 type of
sickness growing up in the their body. In addition, use of alcohol disadvantageously, it
always cause of violence and injury.
(litre)
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

BEER

450.756.024 761.185.719 754.345.614 730.873.505 782.622.128 851.408.966

RAKI

30.132.518

42.021.168

41.941.601

44.180.163

39.985.005

41.890.945

WINE

14.016.646

25.401.527

23.860.412

20.713.138

20.328.528

35.564.605

OTHER 10.568.882

11.201.406

10.410.504

11.726.903

9.776.227

14.955.436

TOTAL

505.474.070 839.809.820 830.558.131 807.493.710 852.711.887 943.819.952

As is seen table in Turkey in the 5 years alcohol consumption in Turkey is
increasingly going on.
As we know globalism and growing sales market about consumption alcohol also
this satiation gives harm for people and young people. They are such a health problem,
family problem, psychological problem, also we can say more about it. Alcohol not good
friends also damage all.
Addicting alcohol and habit use as a means of power in the society, climb to
social ladder, create strong friendship, cause to forget their problems. For this reason it
is using mostly in the population. Especially alcohol using between young groups party
of New Year, youth party, birthday party, cocktail time incite consumption alcohol.

Happy day, sad day, we are saying among us using of alcohol increasing day by day
besides using age of alcohol fall down in the young group.
Exploration of Turkish Green crescent society in the 2006 age of starting alcohol
is fall down 11 years old.
Over 15 years old starting alcohol age is 1-1,29 lt. Between primary school is
%15, between secondary school %45-50 which students use alcohol in their life one
times try, in the university this range is %43-%50 also regularly using of alcohol rate is
%22.
Also friend pressure, social pressure, psychological pressure starting using alcohol
age fall down 11 years old.
It is big reason start alcohol early age because of easy accessibility for buy to
Alcohol. Whereas, we have agreement in 1995 with EU also it has 5 principles. EU
Alcohol conditions says “All children and elder younger must protect consumption of
abusing, promotion and bad advertisement besides they grow up without harms”. Also
protect them pushing pressure of using alcohol.
Harms of Alcohol:
Breakdown of Family Structure
Notably family problem, violence, derange of family life, alcohol means destroy
everything.
Other report shows reason of divorce in Turkey, in the 2006 rate of divorce %12
using alcohol, 2008 get divorce 99.663 couples. Because of alcohol using number is
12.158. There are other reasons for get divorce but alcohol always higher than other
problems. Also Turkish people says get divorce big reason always using alcohol and rate
is %83. Spending money for alcohol breakdown family life standard and bringing
unknown harms.
Breakdown Society Structure
World Health Organizaiton (WHO) search of criminals because of alcohol 30
countries also including Turkey. Here is rate of criminal rate:
Events

Percentage (%)

Homicide

85

Divorce

80

Between
violence

couple 70

Imprisonment

78

Roguery

70

Crime of riches

77

Robery and
picpoketing

71

Don’t go to work

60

Attempt suicide

90

Rape

50

Traffic Accident

70

Mental illness

60

As we have seen in the society leading role always using alcohol.
According to World Health Organization (WHO) risk of traffic accident leading role
always using car alcohol. Offering of reduce traffic accident could be when alcohol using
fall down it should be minimum.
Research conducted In Turkey inside driving truck, they says usually traffic
accident reasons using more alcohol and driving car. This rate is %23.
Whereas, driving car after drink alcohol always in everywhere forbidden but this
people never obey this rules.
Negative Effect of Country Economy
Alcohol always gives harm with spending money for it. Also make deformation
inside society. Cost of an acquisition for alcohol each year 10 billion TL it is also higher
than some ministry of TURKEY.
In Turkey young population is %8, 6 using alcohol. Also rate of never use alcohol
in their life is %83, 9. Using alcohol in the LAD is %14. Inside maiden is %2, 8. Inside
young people try to alcohol under the 14 years old rate of %18, 6.
ALCOHOL USING INCRISING
Health ministry inform people newly, in the 2008 using alcohol rate was %10,9
this rate in 2010 %12, 6 this rate in 2011 %14, 3. Also health ministry says using
alcohol rate is each year getting reduce.
ALCOHOL

According to World Health Organization (WHO) researches over the 15 years old,
inform us what their satiation is.
Average of using alcohol in EU, in USA also developing countries in Australia,
Japan and New Zeeland are higher than other countries. But there are some exceptions
old Soviet Union Muslim people, Bosnia, South and Middle America which countries poor
countries in these countries.
Average of using alcohol rate is generally less in Asia and Africa.
Especially consumption alcohol rate of in the India and East of Mediterranean
Muslim countries is less.
For example In Istanbul has 32.000 high schools. According to survey, we saw
lots of interesting results. Students are mostly going to first class in high school in the
this survey. Each 100 students totally 45 students smoking, 32 using alcohol,9 using
drugs. Prof. Pumariega advised “if you cannot have any precaution for future. You will
be terrible than EU countries.”
USING ALCOHOL BETWEEN WOMAN
Turkey has 75 Million populations also this searching including 2, 5 Million
women. In our country survey and searching always have high school students,
secondary school and university students. Our Health Ministry had survey and using
alcohol between young women populations %42 using alcohol, % 20, 5 using regularly
alcohol.
REPORT of TURKEY
During the year of 2010 consumed alcohol per capita 2,2 lt. This rate made to
Turkey has lowest consume alcohol. Consume of Alcohol in Turkey is 4,4 in the men,
0,5 in the women. Azerbaijan has 2,3 lt consumption of alcohol during the year. Israel
also has 2,8 lt. In the Europe to large extent consumption of Alcohol rate Belarus has.
After Moldova (16,8), Lithuania(15,4), Russia(15,1).
TURKEY IS A BEER COUNTRY
Turkish people consume beer and this rate %63,3, wine also %7,3 , other strong
alcohols %27,9 is. Also in Bosnia Herzegovina consuming beer %73,3. Germany has
%53 beer,%28 wine,%18 strong alcohol. Bosnia first consuming of beer, Turkey
second.
During the 2010, over 15 years old is %2,6 drinking alcohol use disorder, %0,8
addicted alcohol, %1,8 using hurtfully. Each 100 death shows %1,3 died who use
alcohol.

